
FORgED CAbLE CUTTER MODEL

MW-P6300  Cable Cutter
Cuts hardened round diameter materials up to 5/32”(4mm). Use in 
either hand. Compound leverage handle action. Hardened M2 alloy 
steel blade inserts resist nicks and chipping. Use to cut wire rope 
cable, spring hardened wire, and mild steel rod.  
US Patent 6088920

Cable Cutter
Designed to cut  

the toughest round 
materials easier

The patented Midwest Snips® compound leverage cable cutter is unique in  

design, function, and performance. Its jaws are hot drop-forged of high carbon 

steel for exceptional strength. Its blade inserts are manufactured of M2 alloy 

tool steel for the hardness and durability required to resist nicks when cutting 

hardened materials. Its by-pass cutting edges are precision milled. Functionally, 

this tradesman quality tool cuts the three most difficult to cut round diameter 

materials –  wire rope cable, spring hardened wire, and mild steel rod.  

MW-P6300

FASTER!
Jaws Stay Adjusted
Jaw pivot bolt is threaded into bottom jaw  
keeping blade inserts in adjustment for clean 
and precise cuts. Jaws can be re-adjusted if 
required after extensive use.

EASIER!
Requires Less Hand Force
Compound leverage handle action multiplies 
hand force to blade cutting power.

SAFER!
Ergonomic Handle  
Width Opening
Reduces muscle stress. Latch keeps  
blades safely closed when tool is 
not in use.

Multi-Functional
Cuts wire rope cable, spring hardened wire,  
and mild steel rod.

Longest Lasting Cutting Edge
Hardened M2 alloy steel blade insert resists 
nicks and chipping.

Strong Jaws
Hot drop-forged using grain structure of steel to 
produce maximum strength.

Highest Quality Components
Grade-8 jaw pivot bolt and heavy-duty  
double-overwind spring are unconditionally 
guaranteed.

Strong Handles
High Tensile strength steel will not bend 
from hand pressure and provides most 
efficient conversion of hand force to 
cutting power.

Comfortable Handle grips
Thick textured Santoprene® grips comfort  
user’s hand and prevent steel handles  
from wearing through.

STEEL WIRE ROPE
Up to 5/32” (4mm)

STAINLESS WIRE ROPE
Up to 1/8” (3.175mm)

SPRINg/HARD WIRE
Up to 3/32” (2.4mm)

MILD STEEL ROD 
Up to 1/8” (3.175mm)
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